Little Apple Yarn Favors
These apple yarn favors are super easy to craft and make a fun decoration for Rosh Hashanah and
Sukkot. Make them for a Rosh Hashanah centerpiece and save to decorate your Sukkah!

Little Apple Yarn Favors
You’re going to love how different each of the apple yarn favors turns out! With every wrap of yarn,
you just never know what wonky shape is going to be created. That’s half the fun! You can
experiment with multi-colored yarn or sparkly yarn or whatever yarn you happen to have.

Supplies:
•
•
•

craft yarn – red, green, or yellow (the cheap yarn will do, $2 a skein)
pipe cleaners (or chenille stems) – brown and green
piece of cardboard – 2 in x 5 in

Instructions:
First find a piece of cardboard to help you with the winding. I tore off a piece from a box we had lying
around. If you want a smaller apple, use a piece of cardboard that is 2 inches thick. Or if you want it
a little larger, go 3 inches. I also bend my piece of cardboard in half a bit, just so it’s easier to take
the yarn off when it’s done being wrapped.
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Take your yarn color of choice and start
wrapping it around your cardboard. We did
ours almost 100 times around, so keep on
winding!! Although I did wrap one apple
only 80 times, and it looked just as good.
The more you wrap, the thicker and tighter
the apple looks. When you’re done
winding, then just cut your string off, letting
it hang in place. It will get tucked away
later.

Cut your brown piece of pipe cleaner in half and slip one through your winded up yarn. This is where
the bent in half cardboard piece comes in handy. If your cardboard is bent, it’s easier to slip the pipe
cleaner through. Then twist up the end together, forming a stem for the top of the apple.
You now put the other cut half brown pipe cleaner through again and twist it up on the opposite end
of the yarn, creating the round apple and looking like the little bottom end of an apple. Twist it up a
ways, then cut off the pipe cleaner with scissors fairly close to the yarn and bend that end of wire in.

You can be done here or add a little leaf to the apple. With a 2-inch piece of green pipe cleaner, slip
it under the top brown stem. Then bend in each half to look like 2 little leaves.
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